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For decades, the password has been the standard means for user authentication on computers. However, as users are required to remember more, longer, and changing passwords, it is evident that a more convenient and secure solution to user authentication is necessary. This paper examines passwords, security tokens, and biometrics—which we collectively call authenticators—and compares these authenticators and their combinations. We examine their effectiveness against several attacks and suitability for particular security specifications such as compromise detection and nonrepudiation. Examples of authenticator combinations and protocols are described to show tradeoffs and solutions that meet chosen, practical requirements. The paper endeavors to offer a comprehensive picture of user authentication solutions for the purposes of evaluating options for use and identifying deficiencies requiring further research.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In times gone by, authentication was not a complex task. One person, call her Alice, would meet another person, Bob, and either recognize him by visual appearance or not. If Alice did not recognize Bob, he could explain that he was a friend of a friend, or a business envoy, etc., and Alice could decide whether to believe him. Of course, if Alice and Bob were spies, they would use more formal methods for mutual authentication—from piecing together two halves of a ripped page to exchanging prearranged nonsense statements [1]. But spies were the exception.

Enter the computer era, and authentication has changed. Now we cannot “see” the entity on the remote end of a computer network, and indeed the entity could be a friend, a machine, or an attacker. We exchange personal information, such as financial and health data, that we wish to remain as private and as confidential as correspondence between spies.

The World Wide Web adds a new complication, since attackers can access our records without the need for physical presence. Whether it is for protection of our own records or our own digital identities, we have been forced to adopt more formal authentication methods even in our common lives. Pass phrases, identity tokens, and biometrics are no longer just the domain of spies. We now use these authentication methods routinely in our interactions with computers and over computer networks. For this purpose, it is important to understand the authentication options, how effective they are, and how they compare.

Authentication is the process of positively verifying the identity of a user, device, or other entity in a computer system, often as a prerequisite to allowing access to resources in the system [2]. The authenticating entity accomplishes positive verification by matching some short-form indicator of identity, such as a shared secret that has been prearranged during enrollment or registration for authorized users. This is done for the purpose of performing trusted communications between parties for computing and telecommunications applications.

In this paper, we differentiate between machine-by-machine authentication (or simply machine authentication) and human-by-machine authentication (user authentication) (see Fig. 1). The former includes well-established protocols that can be very secure. An example is the secure sockets layer (SSL) protocol that is employed when making secure Internet transactions [3] (and is often indicated by the appearance of a locked padlock on your Internet browser). However, machine authentication simply verifies machine identities and
gives no assurance of the identity of the person at the machine. This is the job of user authentication. Therefore, we can more narrowly define user authentication as the process of verifying the validity of a claimed user.

Although user authentication has been practiced far longer than computers and telephones have been in existence, it is much less secure than machine authentication. Consider, for instance, the advanced encryption standard (AES) that has recently been adopted as the standard encryption algorithm for the U.S. government [4]. In physical terms, this algorithm is like a very strong bank vault, practically impossible to break into. For AES, the user chooses a private key to perform encryption and decryption. For the vault there is a combination. The maximum AES key length is 256 b. If an attacker were to try to guess the key, it would require on average over 10^76 guesses to do so, too time-consuming even by computers in the foreseeable future. However, a 256-b key is too long for most humans to remember, so in practice this key is stored in a computer file protected by a more memorable password. Herein lies the problem, because humans often choose a password that is not only memorable to them, but also easily guessable by a person or computer [5]–[12]. Using the bank vault analogy, this is like storing the vault combination on a piece of paper in a hidden place close to the vault. Now, all an attacker has to do is to find the piece of paper and use the combination to open the vault. The strongest vault can be attacked by exploiting a human mistake, just as the strongest encryption algorithm can be attacked by exploiting a weak password. Because user authentication deals with humans, complete with our limitations and foibles, and because it often is the front-end protection of otherwise strongly secure systems, it is variously called the Achilles’ heel, the weak link, and the last yard of secure systems.

The focus of this paper is a comparison of human authenticators. Comparison factors are security, convenience, and cost. The latter two factors are relatively straightforward and are described only briefly in this paper; however, security as measured by vulnerability to applicable attacks is not so straightforward and thus constitutes the bulk of the paper. For a broader description of the field of user authentication, see [13]. For sources of information on individual authenticators, see [13, Ch. 9] for security tokens, [14]–[16] for biometrics, and any of several security texts such as [13] and [17]–[19] for passwords.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II gives a background introduction to user authentication, including definitions of authenticator types, security terms associated with user authentication, biometric concepts, and compatibility issues. In Section III, we discuss comparison factors for authenticators. These factors are used as the basis for comparing authenticators, enabling one to choose the most appropriate authenticator for an application. In Section IV, we examine relative authenticator strengths against a pertinent list of attacks and security issues. In Section V, we discuss choosing appropriate authenticators for particular applications. Finally, we conclude in Section VI with general recommendations of where and how authenticators are most appropriate.

II. AUTHENTICATOR BACKGROUND

This section provides an introduction to authenticators and related security matters. Terminology and concepts that are introduced in this section will be used throughout the paper.

A. Authenticator Definitions

We use the term password to include single words, phrases, and personal identification numbers (PINs) that are closely kept secrets used for authentication. There are many studies showing the vulnerabilities of password-based authentication schemes [5]–[12]. The basic problem with passwords can be explained succinctly: a memorable password can often be guessed or searched by an attacker and a long, random, changing password is difficult to remember.

An identity token, security token, access token, or simply token, is a physical device that performs or aids authentication. This can be a secure storage device containing passwords, such as a bankcard, remote garage door opener, or smart card. This can also be an active device that yields one-time passcodes, either time-synchronous (changing in synchrony with a master at the host) [20] or challenge–response (responding to a one-time challenge). Token security defenses include tamper-resistant packaging and special hardware that disables the token if it is tampered with or if the number of failed authentication attempts exceeds a chosen threshold. When we refer to “token” in this paper, the general concept will be a portable, secure storage device accessed at the client end via a password to obtain a passcode that is transmitted to the host for authentication. A passcode is a secret number like a password, except it is machine-generated or machine-stored, so it can be longer, more random, and perhaps changing.

A biometric is a feature measured from the human body that is distinguishing enough to be used for user authentication. Biometrics include: fingerprints, eye (iris and retina), face, hand, voice, and signature, as well as other more obscure or futuristic biometrics [14], [15] such as gait and smell. A biometric purports to inextricably link the authenticator to its owner, something passwords and tokens cannot do, since they can be lent or stolen. When used to verify the person involved in a transaction, an inextricable link can offer the property of nonrepudiation. This property provides proof of a transaction such that the involved parties cannot subsequently reject the transaction as unauthorized or claim not to have participated in the transaction. However, biometric features can be copied or counterfeited—with varying levels of difficulty—and used to gain unauthorized access to a security system [21]–[23]. So even biometrics cannot offer a guaranteed defense against repudiation, as will be discussed further in Section IV-G. This paper takes into account issues such as this to compare authenticators and their combinations.

B. Security Definitions

Security systems and methods are often described as strong or weak. When used in relative terms, the meanings are clear. A door with a lock offers stronger security than
Fig. 2. Schemes for remote authentication. 1) User submits password or biometric template through client machine to host machine for authentication. 2a) User authenticates to intermediary I, at the client (such as a token reader, biometric matcher, or password storage program), and a passcode is sent to host indicating the result of that authentication. 2b) User submits authenticator through client to intermediary SSO server, from which points an appropriate password or passcode is sent to one of multiple hosts. In the channel, E( ) designates that the transmitted message is sent encrypted.

In this paper, we apply authentication narrowly to focus on remote computer authentication (as opposed to authenticating to a stand-alone PC or to a human gatekeeper). Fig. 2 illustrates two schemes for remote computer authentication. Scheme 1 involves direct authentication through a network channel to a host. This includes the common procedure of sending a password to the host where the submitted password is compared against the stored password for the claimed user. Scheme 1 also includes submission of a biometric through a reader at the client machine, where the biometric is not matched, but is sent to the host for matching. Scheme 2 involves an authenticating intermediary, of which there can be two options. For scheme 2a, the user submits an authenticator to an intermediary, which in turn sends a passcode to the authentication server. The intermediary might be a token, or a biometric matcher, or client-end, password storage/retrieval software. The user first authenticates to this intermediary, then the intermediary sends out a passcode to the host. Alternatively, for scheme 2b, the intermediary may be a single sign-on (SSO) server at the host. In this case, the user has only one authenticator, but the service can authenticate to multiple hosts by sending the password or passcode from secure storage. In either of the scheme 2 options, the point of the intermediary is to increase security (long passcode from shorter password) or convenience (multiple passcodes from a single password), or both.

Authenticators can be attacked at three locations: at the client, in the transmission channel, and at the host. Other papers cover protection of a password or passcode in the channel by protocols that encrypt the password [24]–[26]. We deal in this paper only with security issues at the client and host.

C. Types of Authenticators

Authentication factors are usually grouped into three categories: 1) what you know (e.g., password); 2) what you have (e.g., token); and 3) who you are (e.g., biometric). This is a good mnemonic scheme and unlikely to fall from use, but it is not without problems. For instance, a password is not strictly known: it is memorized. Therefore, it can be forgotten, either in the short term or over a longer period. Biometrics are def-
User authentication is split into three authenticator categories. Attributes of these are listed.

### Knowledge-Based Authenticators
- **Characterized by:** Secrecy or obscurity
- **Example:** Memorized password
- **Drawback:** Less secret with each use

### Object-Based Authenticators
- **Characterized by:** Physical possession
- **Example:** Metal key
- **Drawback:** Insecure if lost

### ID-Based Authenticators
- **Characterized by:** Uniqueness to one person
- **Example:** Driver's license
- **Drawback:** Difficult to replace

Note that biometrics fall into the ID authenticator category and biometric security does not depend on secrecy. Face and voice are obviously not secret, and it is difficult to keep a fingerprint or iris secret from a determined attacker. A biometric is like a number on a driver’s license—it is not the secrecy of the number that makes it a good authenticator; it is the difficulty to counterfeit the original “document” [28]. (For more on the secrecy of biometrics, see [29] and [30].)

### Table 1
Combining Authenticators Provides Security Advantages and Can Increase or Decrease Convenience

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authenticator Combination</th>
<th>Security Advantage</th>
<th>Convenience Drawback</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge- and Object- Based</td>
<td>Lost/stolen token protected by password</td>
<td>Must carry tokens and memorize password</td>
<td>PIN-enabled bank card</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Object- and ID- Based</td>
<td>Lost/stolen token protected by ID</td>
<td>Must carry token, but not ID if it is a biometric</td>
<td>Photo-ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge- and ID- Based</td>
<td>Two factors provide security in case either compromised</td>
<td>Have to memorize password and have ID.</td>
<td>Password and biometric for computer access</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge-, Object- and ID- Based</td>
<td>A third factor to provide security in case two other factors are compromised</td>
<td>Have to memorize password, carry token, and have ID</td>
<td>Military applications requiring photo-ID checked by guard, plus password</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

However, if a biometric is compromised or a document is lost, they are not as easily replaceable as passwords or tokens.

Note that biometrics fall into the ID authenticator category and biometric security does not depend on secrecy. Face and voice are obviously not secret, and it is difficult to keep a fingerprint or iris secret from a determined attacker. A biometric is like a number on a driver’s license—it is not the secrecy of the number that makes it a good authenticator; it is the difficulty to counterfeit the original “document” [28]. (For more on the secrecy of biometrics, see [29] and [30].)

Different types of authenticators can be combined to enhance security (see Table 1). This is called multifactor authentication. For security purposes, each authenticator result must be satisfied; in effect a Boolean AND operation is performed for each factor’s authentication results so all must be affirmative. A common example of multifactor authentication is the bankcard. The combination of a bankcard plus a password—two-factor authentication—is better than a card alone because the card can be...
stolen and used, whereas a card that is password-protected cannot be used without knowing the secret. This example of token plus password constitutes the vast majority of current multifactor implementations. If a password is difficult for the user to remember, a biometric ID can protect a token alternatively, but this usually entails higher equipment cost than a password. Password and biometric ID are not often combined because biometrics are usually included for the sake of convenience, to avoid having to remember a password. Generally, multifactor authentication that combines all three factors has not been widely applied, although some high-security applications may require this.

D. Biometric Types

Biometrics differ from the other authenticators in ways that are described here. Biometrics are usually classified as physical or behavioral types. The physical type includes biometrics based on stable body features, such as fingerprint, face, iris, and hand. The behavioral type includes learned movements such as handwritten signature, keyboard dynamics (typing), and gait. Speech is usually categorized as behavioral because it is a product of learned behavior; however, the underlying body feature upon which speech is based is the vocal apparatus (lungs, vocal cords, nasal tract, vocal tract), which is physical and relatively stable. In fact all biometrics used for authentication depend to some degree upon a physical body feature; otherwise, there is no constant upon which to authenticate. Due to these ambiguities, we suggest a different classification that does not involve the physical and behavioral labels.

Instead of classifying the biometric itself, we classify the biometric signal that we obtain. There are two types (see Fig. 4): 1) stable biometric signal and 2) alterable biometric signal.

A **stable biometric signal** is relatively constant in time. Except for minor perturbations due to noise (and excluding drastic obfuscation by accident or plastic surgery), the features used for matching stabilize before or at maturity. Biometric matching is usually not done on the raw signal. Instead, a smaller-sized template of these features is first extracted. For a stable biometric signal, the biometric template, BT, is determined directly from the biometric signal, BS, which is acquired directly from the biometric, B. That...
is, \( B \rightarrow BS \rightarrow BT \). Therefore, the template for the stable biometric signal (designated by subscript “\( S \)”) is a function simply of the unchanging biometric

\[
BT_S = f(B).
\]

For example, a fingerprint image is a biometric signal, \( BS \), and the extracted minutiae features constitute a biometric template, \( BT_S \). Since \( BT \) is directly extracted from \( B \), this is an example of a stable biometric signal.

In contrast, an alterable biometric signal is composed of two components, the underlying, stable biometric \( B \) and a variable \( x \). These are combined to yield the signal \( BS(x) \), from which is derived the template \( BT_A(x) \); that is, \( \{B, x\} \rightarrow BS(x) \rightarrow BT(x) \). Therefore, the template for an alterable biometric signal (designated by subscript “\( A \)”) is a function of a stable component and a variable

\[
BT_A(x) = f(B, x).
\]

For example, a speech signal \( BS(x) \) is the result of vocalization of a variable \( x \) (word or phrase), through the stable vocal tract filter \( B \), and the feature set extracted from this is the template \( BT_A(x) \). Similarly, for the handwriting biometric, the variable is text, and for the gait biometric the variable is a combination of terrain and tempo.

It is not true that fingerprint, face, eye, and hand are always stable biometric signals, and that voice, handwriting, and gait are always alterable biometric signals. For instance, one could devise an alterable face biometric signal that measures the shape and extent of facial feature movement as a sentence was spoken or an emotion displayed. One could also devise an alterable eye biometric that includes measurement of pupil reaction to light. We can go the other way as well. Consider a speaker verification scheme in which the user is asked to vocalize a particular vowel at a particular tone. In this case, the difference in speakers is due to their vocal tracts exclusively—there is no variable component. This is a stable biometric signal from speech.

For verification, an alterable biometric signal can be matched in either of two ways. The complete signal \( BT_A(x) \) can be matched. Or the signal can be separated into its components and these matched

\[
BT_A(x) = f(B, x) \rightarrow \{B, x\}.
\]

For the speaker verification example, the \( x \) component could be a secret that undergoes speech recognition and is matched with the secret in the host’s password file. \( B \) would describe the speaker. This is an example of two-factor authentication: password and biometric.

Why do we make this distinction between stable and alterable signals? An alterable biometric signal can be an active component of a challenge–response protocol. Challenge–response protocols are powerful tools of secure authentication, as will be discussed in Section III-D. Conversely, stable biometrics cannot respond to a challenge—they are always the same. See Appendix 1 for a discussion of other limitations associated with stable biometric signals.

For the majority of this paper, when we use the term “biometrics,” this means a stable biometric signal or either type (where the difference is not pertinent). When alterable biometric signal is the topic (as it is in case 4 of Sections III-D and V-F), we specify this by using the full term.

E. Biometric Error

A user can forget or mistype a password, or can lose a token. These errors are inconvenient, but the user has only himself to blame. Far more frustrating is system error where the user is not at fault and is unable to remedy the problem. Although computers can go down, keypads can malfunction, and token readers can fail to read, the rate of hardware error is low compared to errors of some biometrics, which can reject the user up to a few times each 100 attempts (see Table 4). Biometric error can occur for several reasons. The capture device might be dirty. The lighting might be poor. The system might have initially made a poor enrollment decision. The system might not adjust well to different environmental factors (cold, rain, sun glare, dryness, etc.) or to day-to-day variability of users.

There are two types of biometric error: verification error and identification error. Verification error describes error for a biometric system in which an attempt is made to match against a single identity (one-to-one matching). We describe verification error for a biometric system by the error rate pair shown in the following:

\[
FNMR_k: \text{experimentally determined } k\text{-attempt false nonmatch rate}
\]

\[
FMR(1): \text{experimentally determined single-attempt false match rate}.
\]

The parenthesized “1” indicates verification against a single user. For a cooperative user in a verification system, FNMR\(_k\) measures user inconvenience due to erroneous rejection. FMR(1) indicates system vulnerability due to an attacker being able to impersonate an authorized user.

Identification error describes error for a biometric system in which an attempt is made to match one person in a database containing records of that person plus many others (one-to-many matching). We describe identification error by the error rate pair shown in the following:

\[
FNMR: \text{experimentally determined false nonmatch rate}
\]

\[
FMR(N): \text{experimentally and analytically determined false match rate for matching against a database containing } N \text{ samples}
\]

In an identification system, FNMR measures the vulnerability of the system due to not identifying a true match in the

\[2\text{We should properly use } FMR_k(1) \text{ instead of } FMR(1) \text{ because } k\text{-trial false match rate will be larger than for a single verification attempt. However, this is not analytically calculable (because the trials are different but not independent) and usually not tested. So we give the benefit of the doubt to the biometric system and use single-trial false match rate even though it is associated with } k\text{-trial false nonmatch rate.} \]
Therefore, false match rate for an identification system depends on the number of samples in the database. One can see from the equation that the probability of a query sample matching one or more of the samples in the database increases logarithmically until the limit of one is reached when \( N \to \infty \). Therefore, the probability of false match for identification is greater than that for verification, and it increases with database size \( N \). (Further details on the statistics of biometric matching can be found in [14], [15], [31], and [32].)

To understand the magnitude of biometric error, we include FMR and FNMR data for various biometric modalities in Appendix 2. One should judge this data only after reading all the descriptions in that Appendix. This data shows that FNMR is in the range of 0.1%–2% for multiple authentication attempts of fingerprint, voice, and hand biometrics; 5%–10% for face biometrics; and about 0.25% for iris. FMR is in the range of 0.01%–0.15% for fingerprint, hand, and voice; 5%–10% for face; and 0.0001% for iris.

### F. Compatibility With the Underlying Authentication System

In this section, we describe how user authentication fits into full authentication systems. The point of this section is that the choice of authenticator will be influenced by the current computing infrastructure; not all authenticators will be compatible. We describe compatibility with respect to three authentication protocols: Remote Authentication Dial In User Service (RADIUS), Kerberos, and (generic) SSO.

The first protocol we describe is RADIUS [33], [34]. Companies, universities, etc., use RADIUS software for managing identities of users needing access to networked computing resources. This protocol involves a shared, centralized authentication server (called the RADIUS server) upon which all users’ authentication data are stored. User requests for remote access may be made to one of many machines (called RADIUS clients), but these machines relay requests to the single RADIUS server. The request is evaluated at this server and an authentication result passed back to the RADIUS client, then to the user. The RADIUS protocol supports the conventional static password that is stored in a secure manner (MD5 hash function [35]). It also supports one-time passcodes that are generated at the time of request for some token and smart card authentication methods—that is, they are not read from storage as for the static password. It is important to emphasize that RADIUS handles password and token authentication differently; furthermore, despite its wide use, it does not handle all authenticators.

Another authentication protocol is Kerberos [36], [37]. This is a popular network authentication protocol based on cryptographic key distribution [38]. For a human user (the system also facilitates machine authentication), initial authentication is made to Kerberos in a conventional fashion such as with login and password. However, this is done only once (per session). Upon successful authentication, “tickets” are issued to the user enabling her to prove her identity and gain authenticated access to various resources. This is done transparently to the user. The user also receives a session key to encrypt and decrypt messages to defend against eavesdropping and replay attacks and to safeguard message integrity even over unprotected networks. Kerberos is the standard network authentication option for user verification in Windows 2000. The current version of this operating system supports password and smart card authenticators. Compatibility of other or nonstandard authenticators cannot be assumed.

A final authentication example is SSO. This enables a user’s single authentication action to a server to provide access to connected computers and systems to which she has access permission without the need to reenter passwords. SSO can be used for an employee to enter a corporate computer system by logging into one machine with a password, and then having access to other machines on the corporate network without further authentication. This same approach can be used for Internet access [39]. The user authenticates to a single site, and then the SSO server handles authentication to subsequent sites. One protocol upon which SSO is built is Kerberos. Another is security assertion markup language (SAML), an XML-based framework for exchanging security information [40]. From the user’s perspective, SSO reduces the number of passwords she is required to memorize. Although this reduces the burden, most users will still have to remember multiple passwords, since it is unlikely that all authentication tasks will be serviced by a single SSO service.

Virtually all authentication protocols involve the traditional password, although there will be different rules on password length and character set. Many standard systems also accept some time-synchronous and challenge–response tokens; however, compatibility cannot be assumed for all tokens. Biometric compatibility is not as widespread as the other two authenticator types at this time.
III. COMPARISON FACTORS

There are several factors by which we compare authenticators. These are described in this section.

A. Keyspace and Entropy

Keyspace is defined as the range of different possible values of a key. A password with \( n \) characters, where each of those characters can have \( c \) different values, will have a keyspace size of

\[
k_p = c^n.
\]  

(1)

Statistical entropy is a measure of variation or uncertainty [41]. This is measured in bits. The password keyspace size \( k_p \) relates directly to the maximum entropy \( H_{\text{max}} \) for randomly chosen authenticator numbers

\[
H_{\text{max}} = \log_2 k_p \text{[bits]}
\]

The pertinent difference between keyspace and entropy is that the former is an absolute measure of maximum or best-case, whereas the latter is statistically related to how users select from the keyspace. Take four-digit PINs, for example. The keyspace size is \( 10^4 = 10,000 \). That is, there is a maximum of 10,000 different PIN choices. If PINs were generated randomly (with uniform probability over the entire keyspace), an attacker would have a 1 in 10,000 chance that any single guess would match a given PIN. The entropy of this is \( \log_2 10,000 = 13.3 \text{ b} \). However, if a user is allowed to choose their own four-digit PIN, the keyspace remains the same, but the entropy can be much lower. This is because many users would choose a PIN that is more memorable than a random one. Say users chose a calendar date for their PIN in "ddmm" format. The first digit would have possibilities 0, 1, 2, or 3. The second digit would have possibilities from 0 to 9. The third digit would have possibilities 0 or 1 and the fourth digit 0 to 9. Therefore a PIN chosen in this way would have only about \( 4 \times 10 \times 2 \times 10 = 800 \) possible values. Assuming these dates are chosen uniformly, the entropy is \( \log_2 800 \approx 9.6 \text{ b} \), which is almost 4 b fewer than maximum for the keyspace.

It is straightforward to understand that keyspace and entropy should be high enough to reduce the probability of successful guessing and brute force attacks. However, it is not always the case that a system having an authenticator with a large keyspace is more secure than a system having an authenticator with a smaller keyspace. This is because the design of the system itself plays a significant role in the overall authentication security. For instance, network authentication involving passwords is often limited to a few (e.g., 3–5) failed attempts before system lockout, in which case further authentication attempts are rejected. So a guessing attack at the client side is unlikely to succeed even if the password has low entropy. Similarly, since a token usually employs two-factor authentication, a low-entropy, four-digit PIN can be sufficient, since any attacker would have to steal the token as well. For authentication involving a physical action such as reading a smart card or scanning a biometric, each authentication attempt may take a second or so. Significantly fewer brute force attack attempts can be made for these two-factor cases as compared to an attack on only a password. A computer program can attempt millions of passwords per second, so the password alone would require much higher entropy than these two-factor cases (other considerations being equal).

B. Effective Keyspace of a Biometric

A biometric does not have a fixed number of possible values. Theoretically, the keyspace of biometrics such as fingerprints is unlimited because if you could measure the continuous signal with infinite precision, no two would be the same. But one could say the same for passwords, that if you allowed the password length to be unlimited, you would also have an unlimited keyspace. For both passwords and biometrics, practical concerns limit the keyspace. In practice, a biometric is measured not in continuous space, but discretely. Furthermore, the discrete features are usually afforded a tolerance, so this means that the matching precision for a biometric is even lower than its sampling precision.

For comparison purposes, we can define the effective keyspace of a biometric. This is determined as follows. If the password keyspace is uniformly distributed, the probability of correctly guessing any single password sample is one over the keyspace

\[
P(\text{correct guess}) = 1/k_p.
\]

For a biometric, the probability of falsely matching is analogous to the probability of succeeding in a brute force password guessing attack. Given a biometric (such as the biometric of an attacker), the probability of it matching any other single biometric sample in a database is the false match rate for a single verification attempt

\[
P(\text{false match}) = \text{FMR(1)}.
\]

Since \( P(\text{false match}) \) for a biometric is analogous to \( P(\text{correct guess}) \) of a password, then FMR(1) is analogous to \( 1/k_p \). So we define the effective keyspace of a biometric as

\[
k_b = 1/\text{FMR(1)},
\]  

(2)

One has to be careful in comparing \( k_p \) and \( k_b \). The \( k_b \) is based on an experimentally determined value of FMR(1). The \( k_p \) will be comparable only if the password character selection is randomly chosen.

C. Host-Side Security

Static passcodes are stored at the host for matching against passwords or passcodes submitted from the client. A passcode can be stored at the host in one of three forms:

1) plain text;
2) disguised by reversible operation;
3) disguised by irreversible operation.

The problem with storing a secret in plain text is that it is no longer a secret to the host. It is readily readable by the host...
administrators, and its secrecy beyond the host is entirely dependent upon how securely the host maintains it. Hosts can be untrustworthy, administrators can be unethical, and files containing plain text authenticators can be stolen. Plain text storage is a poor way to store an authenticator.

A better way is to disguise the authenticators using a reversible operation such as encryption. This way, if the authenticator file is stolen from the host, the passcode is not directly readable. The thief needs to steal the decryption key as well as the file to reveal the plain text. Although this increases the required effort of a thief, it does not defend against untrustworthy hosts or unethical administrators who have the key.

The authenticator can be safeguarded against host-side attack by using an irreversible operation, called a one-way hash function, or simply a hash function (use of the term in this paper is restricted to one-way hash functions) [42]. A hash function takes a variable-length message and converts it to a fixed-length string or hash code [e.g., there are 160 b for the common secure hash algorithm (SHA) [43]]. A good hash function for security use, often called a cryptographic hash function, has two important properties: 1) it is computationally infeasible to determine from a given hash code an input that maps to this output and 2) it is computationally infeasible to find, for a given hash code, a second input that maps to this same output (for a 160-b hash function, the degree of difficulty is $2^{90} = 1.2 \times 10^{24}$ operations). Consider a plain text password $P$. When this is operated upon by a hash function $h(\cdot)$, the result is

$$P \rightarrow h(P).$$

For authentication, the host needs only to maintain the hash function and the hash value of a password. When the user wishes to authenticate, the host sends the hash function to the client, the user enters a password $P'$, this is hashed, and the result is submitted to the host. The host compares this response against its copy in storage

$$h(P') \overset{?}{=} h(P)$$

where “$\overset{?}{=}$” designates the match operation whose result can be “yes” (they match) or “no” (they do not match). Therefore, proof of authentication can be established without host-side knowledge of the user’s password.

Host storage for biometrics is different than for passwords. There is little need to store biometrics secretly—from the security standpoint—since we stated in Section II-C that biometrics are not secret at their origin. However, for privacy reasons, it is often desired that stored biometrics be protected [29]. Hashing is not an option. This is because biometrics are matched not exactly but by “closeness,” and hashed numbers do not maintain the property of closeness. Instead, a biometric is stored at the host as an encrypted template, an encrypted vector of matching features whose file is usually much smaller than the original biometric signal. To emphasize the parallel to a password stored at the host without hashing, we refer to a biometric being stored in plain text/template form.

### D. Authentication Protocols

The challenge–response protocol is a fundamental tool of secure authentication. This is a process that verifies an identity by requiring correct authentication information to be provided in response to an unpredictable challenge [45]. The challenge is usually a random number, and the response is related to this number. Use of this protocol prevents an attacker from replaying a previous authentication response.

Below, we describe basic protocols for passwords, tokens, and biometrics. This is to show how each authenticator can participate in a challenge–response protocol and how the authenticator information is stored at the host. Although the protocol we describe in Case 1 is the basis for such widely used password protocols as Unix [5] and Windows NT and 2000 [46], [47] login, the actual protocols are generally more complex. We omit the complexity here to focus on how authenticators are involved.

**Case 1) Password Protocol**—The basic password challenge–response protocol is initiated when a user sends user identification $U$ to the host in step 1 (see Fig. 5). In step 2, the host returns a random number $r$ that will identify the session, a hash function, $h(\cdot)$, and a challenge function, $f(\cdot)$. In step 3, the user returns the response, composed of the result of the function involving the hash of a submitted password $h(P')$ and the submitted random number $r'$. In step 4, authentication is granted if this result is equivalent to the result of the function with random number and the hash of the true user password, $h(P(U))$; otherwise, it is not granted. Note that the user password $P(U)$ is

![Figure 5: Basic challenge–response protocol for a password (Case 1).](image)
not stored in plain text on the host; instead, it is hashed to form $h(P(U))$ to avoid theft at the host.

Case 2) **Token Protocol**—In the basic token authentication protocol, the token either stores a static passcode or generates a one-time passcode (see Fig. 6). This is similar to the password protocol; however, instead of a potentially weak password, a long and random passcode is first hashed $h(W')$ combined with the random number challenge, and then transmitted as the response to the host. The user accesses the passcode from token storage with a password $p'$, but that password is used only between the user and the user-held token. The user passcode can be stored in hashed form at the host $h(W(U))$, or it can be generated for one-time passcodes. Authentication of the password at the token can be done similarly to Case 1.

The following two cases involve biometric matching. Case 3 pertains to a stable biometric signal or to an alterable biometric signal that does not take advantage of its alterability to engage in a challenge–response protocol. Case 4 describes a challenge–response protocol that can only involve alterable biometrics.

Case 3) **Stable Biometric Protocol**—This is a basic challenge–response protocol for a stable biometric that is matched at the host (see Fig. 7). A biometric $B'$ is captured and processed on a biometric device at the client to obtain a biometric template $BT'$. This template is combined with the random number challenge $r'$, then encrypted $E(r')$, and returned as the response to be matched at the host. In Fig. 7, we also show a rudimentary procedure for authentication of the capture device where the device returns its identification $D'$ that is compared with a list of registered devices at the host database $\{D\}$.

Case 4) **Alterable Biometric Protocol**—This is a basic challenge–response protocol for an alterable biometric signal that is matched at the host (see Fig. 8). One difference from the stable biometric signal is that we can now involve the actual biometric in challenge–response, whereas we could not before. To do this, a challenge $x'$ is sent from the host to the client. This challenge is a random sequence of numbers, characters, or words. This is much shorter than the random number $r$ because the user will have to vocalize it (speaker verification), type it (keyboard dynamics verification), or write it (handwriting verification) to yield the biometric signal $BS(x')$. This response is returned to the host, where processing is done to extract $x'$ and $B'$. The recognized $x'$ is compared with the challenge originally sent $x$. The biometric $B'$ is compared with that in the database corresponding to the user $B(U)$. If $B'$ matches $B(U)$ and if $r'$ matches $r$, then authentication is successful. Note a difference here from the stable biometric protocol is that the capture device need not be machine authenticated. There is no need to do this here, since the challenge–response protocol defends against replay and forgery, and matching is performed at a random host.

The basic challenge–response protocol for a stable biometric signal that is matched at the client is similar to that matched at the host. The distinction is that a biometric is captured, processed to a template $BT'$, and matched to yield a yes/no match result $BM'$, all at the client. The information is transmitted to the host, which determines authentication depending on a correct match and the legitimacy of the biometric device. The host contains no biometric information; instead, the biometric template is stored at the client.
Table 2
Some Potential Attacks, Susceptible Authenticators, and Typical Defenses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attacks</th>
<th>Authenticators</th>
<th>Examples</th>
<th>Typical Defenses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Client Attack</td>
<td>Password</td>
<td>Guessing, exhaustive search</td>
<td>Large entropy, limited attempts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Token</td>
<td>Exhaustive search</td>
<td>Large entropy, limited attempts, theft of object requires presence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Biometric</td>
<td>False match</td>
<td>Large entropy, limited attempts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Host Attack</td>
<td>Password</td>
<td>Plaintext theft, dictionary/exhaustive search</td>
<td>Hashing; large entropy; protection (by administrator password or encryption) of password database</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Token</td>
<td>Passcode theft</td>
<td>1-time passcode per session</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Biometric</td>
<td>Template theft</td>
<td>Capture device authentication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eaves-Dropping, Theft and Copying</td>
<td>Password</td>
<td>&quot;Shoulder surfing&quot;</td>
<td>User diligence to keep secret; administrator diligence to quickly revoke compromised passwords; multi-factor authentication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Token</td>
<td>Theft, counterfeiting hardware</td>
<td>Multi-factor authentication; tamper resistant/evident hardware token</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Biometric</td>
<td>Copying (spoofing) biometric</td>
<td>Copy-detection at capture device and capture device authentication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Replay</td>
<td>Password</td>
<td>Replay stolen password response</td>
<td>Challenge-response protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Token</td>
<td>Replay stolen passcode response</td>
<td>Challenge-response protocol, 1-time passcode per session</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Biometric</td>
<td>Replay stolen biometric template response</td>
<td>Copy-detection at capture device and capture device authentication via challenge-response protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trojan Horse</td>
<td>Password, token, biometric</td>
<td>Installation of rogue client or capture device</td>
<td>Authentication of client or capture device, client or capture device within trusted security perimeter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denial of Service</td>
<td>Password, token, biometric</td>
<td>Lockout by multiple failed authentications</td>
<td>Multi-factor with token</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

this protocol saves transmission bandwidth and template storage space at the host, at the cost of a more powerful and trustworthy device at the client.

E. Convenience and Cost

If an authenticator is inconvenient, it will not be used, or will not be used properly, which may present vulnerabilities. Users who must remember multiple, changing passwords are notorious for abusing password rules. Though a token reduces the problem of remembering passwords, the user must remember to carry the physical object, which is sometimes inconvenient. Biometrics alleviates the problem of remembering anything, but some users experience inconvenience by false nonmatch results.

For tokens and biometrics in a networked application, there is an additional convenience issue of how to best register/enroll, renew, recover, and revoke the authenticator. Since a token is an object, it must be put into the hands of the authorized person either personally or by delivery. Correspondingly, it may need to be removed from the user if authorization is revoked.

The tolerable cost of an authentication system is dependent upon the application. As mentioned in Section II-B, one way to quantify this is to estimate the cost of the minimum-security implementation that makes the cost of attack to the attacker more than his maximum potential gain. However, this gambles that the attacker is fiscally rational. It is better to estimate the cost of loss to the attacked party and implement security to reduce the risk of successful attack to a chosen low probability.

There are three types of cost. One is the per-user cost. A password scheme costs nothing per user (if the user has a keyboard or keypad), whereas a biometric requires a reader at the client, and a token requires a reader and the token itself. Infrastructure costs can be large but are usually reduced on a per-client basis if that number is high. This is in contrast to the third cost, administration. Administrative costs (for example, for reset when a password is forgotten or token is lost) may be the most important consideration. These require ongoing expenditure for a trained labor force, the size of which increases with the number of users. A convenient authenticator reduces administrative costs.

IV. Security Comparisons

We compare authenticators with respect to security issues in this section. Table 2 lists a number of potential attacks against user authentication with examples and typical defenses. Table 3 does the same for nonattack security issues. The following sections expand upon the issues presented in these tables.
A. Client Attack

A fundamental property of good authenticators is that they should not easily succumb to guessing attacks or exhaustive search attacks. A large keyspace is desirable to defend against these types of attacks. It is straightforward to compare authenticators by keyspace. From (1), a four-digit PIN has keyspace $10^4$. An eight-character password whose characters are taken from the alphanumeric character set of 62 has keyspace equal to $62^8 = 2.2 \times 10^{14}$. However, humans do not usually choose within this keyspace efficiently (uniformly), instead tending more to dictionary and dictionary-derived words with a keyspace on the order of $10^{5}$ to $10^{6}$. (There are over half a million words in the Oxford English Dictionary [48].) A token can have arbitrarily high keyspace, since human memory is not the limiter. Twelve digits are common, giving a keyspace of $10^{12}$. From (2) and using the results in Table 4 of the CESG test of fingerprints, the effective keyspace of a fingerprint is $1/0.0001 = 10^4$, of an iris scan is $1/0.000001 = 10^6$, and of a face image is $1/0.16 = 6.25$. Comparing these, one can see that

Token $(10^{12}) > \text{Password}(10^{14} - 10^{6}) > \text{Iris}(10^6) > \text{Fingerprint}$

When we limit the number of erroneous attempts before lockout at the client, all except for the face result have key spaces that are more than adequate for defending at the client end.

A token is a good tool to generate high-entropy passcodes from lower entropy passwords and biometrics. In conjunction with a second factor, it can defend against search attacks in general. The only requirement of the user is that the authenticator to the token, whether password, PIN, or biometric, cannot be easily guessed.
The biometric equivalent of trying to guess a password is trying to force a biometric system into a false match. This can be attempted by applying a biometric that is similar to the target of attack (such as a face of similar appearance). Or a group of people can attempt a limited brute force search attack. For example, ten people can apply their 100 different fingerprints to a system to increase the chance of a false acceptance.

B. Host Attack

Limited-attempt, random guessing is not likely to be successful at the client end even with low-entropy passwords. However, there is another reason to have a high-entropy password. This is to defend against an attack at the host end on the file in which the passwords are stored. This can happen if the file is stolen or if an administrator with access to the file is untrustworthy. The most straightforward attack is a plain text attack—if the passwords are readable at the host, they can be stolen. Credit card numbers are sometimes stolen this way. However, password files are often stored in hashed form to prevent this attack. One can still attack a hashed file by performing a dictionary search attack, where words and combinations of words are hashed and then compared against hashed passwords for matches. An exhaustive search attack could also be tried, but will be too time-consuming for well-chosen passwords. An augmented defense to hashing is to add a few random bits to each hashed password, called salt [19]. This substantially increases the dictionary attack search time.

In a similar manner to mounting a plain text search attack on a password at the host, a plain text/template attack can be mounted against a biometric template stored at the host. However, because a biometric is not a secret, protection at the host is somewhat moot. The better protection against host vulnerability is to authenticate the capture device and for that device to assure that a biometric has been captured live rather than entered as a file.

C. Eavesdropping, Theft, and Copying Attacks

Besides guessing, the next best low-technology way to learn a password is to steal it. This could happen by eavesdropping or by finding a piece of paper on which the password is written. Physical presence is necessary for these attacks, and this limits the opportunity for attackers. A two-factor token is a good defense because it requires that the attacker needs to steal both the password and the physical token.

A token distinguishes itself from the other authenticators by the fact that it is a physical device. As such, it is susceptible to theft and copying (i.e., manufacturing of a counterfeit device). Physical possession provides much of the security of a token, much like a metal key. Unlike a metal key, there are additional safeguards. These include tamper-resistance, content encryption, and requirement of an additional factor to activate the token in case of theft or loss.

Analogous to the theft of a token is the forgery of a biometric (also known as copying, counterfeiting, or spoofing). Just as the authenticity of an ID document is dependent upon verifying its legitimacy at the point of acceptance, defense to this attack entails a liveness or antiforgery check at the biometric capture point [49]. As mentioned, the security of biometrics, or any ID-based authenticator, cannot rely on secrecy, but instead on the difficulty of replicating it.

D. Replay Attack

The replay attack can be considered a complement of the theft/copying attack. Whereas theft/copying involves an attacker obtaining the authenticator before entry at the client, a replay attack involves the attacker obtaining the authenticator in the channel between client and host (see Fig. 2). Even if the channel signal is encrypted, as we have assumed in Fig. 2, an attacker could circumvent the client capture stage and insert the encrypted authenticator into the channel. A challenge–response protocol defends against this attack. Because the challenge is session-specific and because the response incorporates the challenge inextricably, theft of a response for future replay attack would be fruitless outside of that session.

If a biometric is sent in plain text/template form rather than combined in a response, then the biometric can be replayed. One defends against replay of a biometric by using a capture device that verifies the legitimacy of the biometric. To assure that an attacker has not replaced or altered a copy-detecting capture device, the device should participate in a secure machine authentication procedure with the host.

E. Trojan Horse Attack

A Trojan horse attack entails a rogue application masquerading as a trusted application for gaining information from, or entry to, a system. For authentication, this attack can be used to steal a password, token passcode, or biometric signal. The defense against this entails some assurance that the authenticator capture device (keyboard and computer for a password, token, or biometric capture device) can be trusted as legitimate.

An example of a hardware Trojan horse is a bank machine placed not by a legitimate bank but by attackers to learn customer card and PIN information. There is not much that can be done if a user decides to enter a static password, passcode, or biometric to an unknown machine that turns out to be malicious. Once stolen, the authenticator can be used in a legitimate machine. However, a token that generates a one-time passcode will not succumb to this type of attack, since one session’s passcode is useless in another session.

A biometric capture device could be replaced by one containing a Trojan horse. Consider a rogue fingerprint capture device that delivered a “yes-match” to anyone applying her finger to the device. This is why, when a decision is made at the client, the device must be machine authenticated (see case 3 of Section III-D, where client-side matching is discussed).

F. Denial-of-Service Attack

One drawback to limiting the number of authentication attempts is that an attacker can easily succeed at a denial-of-service attack by trying a false authenticator the requisite
number of times to cause lockout. A defense to this is multi-factor authentication, in particular combining a token with a password or biometric. In this case, the attacker cannot simply make $k$ incorrect authentication attempts without first stealing the token (whose theft would result in denial of service as well; however, token theft requires added effort by the attacker).

G. Nonrepudiation

Repudiation differs from the previously described attacks in that the legitimate user turns attacker upon the authenticating host, and nonrepudiation (defined in Section II-A) is the defense against this. There are few good technical defenses against repudiation. However, a policy defense that makes the owner personally liable for all use of his authenticators, whether legitimate or not, would be effective (though draconian) at eliminating repudiation of credit card charges, for instance, since there would be no reason to deny charges if you were held responsible for them anyway.

A biometric offers nonrepudiation to the extent that the capture device or the system effectively defends against theft, forgery, replay, and Trojan horse attacks. Furthermore, if matching is performed at the client end, then the capture device or the system effectively defends against this. There are few good technical defenses against repudiation. However, a policy defense that makes the owner personally liable for all use of his authenticators, whether legitimate or not, would be effective (though draconian) at eliminating repudiation of credit card charges, for instance, since there would be no reason to deny charges if you were held responsible for them anyway.

A biometric offers nonrepudiation to the extent that the capture device or the system effectively defends against theft, forgery, replay, and Trojan horse attacks. Furthermore, if matching is performed at the client end, then the capture device must be authenticated to the host.

H. Compromise Detection

Security defenses should not stop at resistance to front-line—or first-line-of-defense—attacks only. Intrusion detection methods attempt to recognize when illicit access has already been made into a security perimeter. In the context of authentication, we use the term “compromise detection.” Compromise detection determines if an authenticator has been stolen or otherwise compromised, preferably before it is used illicitly.

Compromise detection mechanisms for passwords and biometrics are relatively weak, relying on the user to recall the last login date, for instance. For tokens, the tried-and-true method of compromise detection is observation of physical loss: when you lose your metal keys, you have physical evidence of this. A token provides this same physical indication of loss. When a token can be incorporated into a device that the user relies upon each day, such as a cell phone or watch, this increases the likelihood of effective compromise detection.

One notable difference between biometrics and other authenticators is that there is no option of compromise recovery for most biometrics. This is because a stable biometric signal cannot be changed. The only response to compromise detection is to revert to a password, because a compromised biometric should never be used again. The exception is an alterable biometric signal engaged in a challenge–response protocol (see Section V-F).

I. Administrative and Policy Issues

There are also administrative and policy issues concerning registration/enrollment, reset, recovery, and revocation. The main concern here is performing the operation only for the authorized person. It is important that the level of security re-
B. Authenticating Offline (Nonnetwork) Access

Examples of offline access are logging into a stand-alone PC or opening an encrypted file. Security policy often differs between offline access and online access. For online access, the number of failed attempts before lockout is often limited and the user is forced to contact an administrator to reset his password. Alternatively, a logging function keeps track of access attempts and any anomaly such as multiple failed attempts can trigger an alarm to which an administrator should react. Offline access often forgoes these safeguards if there is no administrator at network end to reset the account. In this case, an attacker working offline can mount a brute force attack of a very large number of guesses.

The straightforward password solution is sufficient for users with enough discipline to create and remember a long, random password. A token/PIN solution can help to store or generate a long passcode, and this has the additional advantage that it can store or generate different passcodes for multiple applications and can do so on an offline, compromise-evident physical device.

A biometric alone is not appropriate for nonnetwork access. Most biometrics have far too little effective keyspace to defend against exhaustive search attacks, and there is no way to authenticate a biometric reader to defend against forgery without a host.

C. Authenticating Inside a Security Perimeter

If an authenticator is to be used only within a secure perimeter, some reduced diligence may be suitable. For instance, most portable tokens should be protected by a secret in case they are lost. However, a token mounted in a car for toll payment or garage door entry can be excused from two-factor protection, since it is inside a secure perimeter within the car. The same is true for a computer in a house. Since the house has door locks, the computer may not need password protection, and the user can choose the option for the machine to "remember" passwords to networked machines. However, there is a danger here. The user must remember to lock her car and house. She must also distinguish between the desktop computer in her house and a portable computer that is only sometimes in her house. Leaving humans to distinguish when and when not to apply different levels of security is dangerous.

D. Authenticating Physical Entry With Nonrepudiation

Access to a physical location such as a military site or restricted airport area may require stronger assurance that the person possessing the authenticator is its true owner. Since passwords and tokens can be lent or stolen, this is an application for biometrics. A biometric should be combined with a token to store the identity of the user and to protect against the event of biometric compromise. The token offers protection against theft, copying, and replay, and offers compromise detection that the biometric alone does not. It must be assured that the biometric reader is authentic. This can be done by an authentication protocol with a device, or by ensuring that the device is physically secure (e.g., mounted in a wall in a public place and tamper evident).

One should still be aware that, although a lost token can be changed, a compromised biometric cannot. If attackers can routinely fabricate a copied biometric, one must assume that a token plus biometric system would not be much more secure than a token system alone. (An exception is for cases with a human gatekeeper, in which case use of a fake biometric might be detected.) One should consider this possible downside before investing in and depending upon a biometric system.

E. Authenticating Remote Access by Identification

Identification might be used for authentication, but this is impractical using today’s technology with anything more than a small number in the identification database. The numbers show the reason why. Consider a grocery store payment application where it is desired that the customers could pay only by giving their biometric. Let us specify that the system has a maximum of 2 million users, each of whom would have their biometric template in the database. Using the best false match rate number from Table 4 of one in a million for iris recognition, the system false match rate from (3) is

\[
FMR(2 \text{ million}) = 1.0 - (1.0 \times 10^{-6})^{2 \text{ million}} = 0.86
\]

A false match rate of 86% is unacceptable because too many people will be billed for groceries they did not buy. Therefore, we make an engineering tradeoff and restrict the user to use his biometric only at his local store (and if shopping elsewhere he must enter his name or a card to perform verification versus identification). We shall assume a modest 1000 biometric users per store. In this case an iris system would have

\[
FMR(1000) = 1.0 - (1.0 \times 10^{-6})^{1000} = 0.0009995
\]

This number of about one in a thousand appears much more acceptable. However, if there is an average of 1000 uses of the system weekly, about one transaction per week will be billed to the wrong person.

To reduce the false match rate further, we can require the person to put down multiple biometrics instead of one. For this, we specify a fingerprint system where the user puts down two different fingers. For independent samples, the false match rate multiplies, so assuming the same recognition rate for each finger, the result is the square of that for a single finger. From Table 4, \(FMR = 0.00012^2 = 10^{-8}\). This low number gives system false match rate of

\[
FMR(1000) = 1.0 - (1.0 \times 10^{-8})^{1000} = 10^{-5}
\]

So, at 1000 transactions per week, there will only be an erroneously assigned bill once every two years. This is more acceptable, but it comes at a cost. Since the false nonmatch rate adds, the result for two fingers is \(2\% + 2\% = 4\%\). This means that, at the rate of one transaction per week, each user will be rejected by the system about twice per year.

\(^6\)The independence assumption is weaker for fingerprints from the same person as for fingerprints from different persons. To achieve better independence, a multiple biometric scheme might include two or more different biometrics, such as face and fingerprint, which are likely independent.
This is why biometric authentication systems with anything but small numbers in the database require the user to identify herself by card or name, etc., whereupon biometric verification—not identification—is performed.

F. Authenticating Remote Access With Nonrepudiation

Consider an application for remote electronic access to health records. For privacy sake, it is essential that only the owner and those authorized should be able to access these records. Authorized users will access by phone or computer, preferably without an extra piece of equipment at the client locations. Furthermore, we want an irreparable record of who has made access to the records. We choose a biometric to defend against repudiation. However, we are averse to using a stable biometric signal because it cannot be changed if compromised, and we are not confident that the system can defend against stealing and forging stable biometrics for its technology lifetime.

One authenticator that will meet these specifications is voice used in alterable biometric signal form and operating in a challenge–response protocol. The following is an expansion upon the protocol of Case 4 in Section III-D, and is shown in Fig. 10. Upon user request to authenticate, the system returns a session-specific random number \( r \), a session-specific challenge \( x \) (which is a random sequence of numbers, letters, or words), a fixed phrase \( p \), and an encryption function \( E(\cdot) \). (The fixed phrase could also be a secret if an extra authentication factor were desired.) In step 3, the user speaks the phrase, resulting in signal \( BS_f(p') \), and speaks the challenge resulting in the response \( BS_g(x') \). The host recognizes \( x' \) from \( BS_f(p') \), and extracts biometric templates \( B_{f1} \) and \( B_{f2} \) from \( BS_f(p') \) and \( BS_g(x') \), respectively. In the fourth step, the host verifies that the responses match correctly: unspoken random number \( r' = r \) and spoken response \( x' = x \). The host matches biometrics \( B_{f2} \) to verify that the same person is speaking the response as is speaking the phrase; then it verifies that the person who has spoken the phrase is the same as the one authorized and stored in the user database \( B_{f1} \). If all these conditions are met, the user is authenticated.

There are several advantages to this protocol. Since this is an ID-based authenticator whose security depends not upon secrecy but on difficulty to forge, and since it participates in a challenge–response protocol, it is not a problem that attackers can hear or record the signal; client, host, eavesdropping, and Trojan horse attacks are unlikely to be successful. Since the challenge–response speech signal cannot be easily lent or stolen, the replay attack is also difficult, and this offers defense against repudiation.

This protocol uses both text-dependent (for \( p \)) and text-independent (for \( x \)) speech recognition. It is equivalent to applying two speech processing methods to authentication: verbal information verification [50] to verify that the speech-recognized result is the same as the challenge and speaker verification [51] to verify that the voice characteristics of the response are close to the user’s true characteristics. Since both these recognition and verification technologies can have errors, there is a question with regards to user inconvenience caused by false nonmatches. In Table 4, the FNMR for text dependent voice is 2%, about on par with the best of the other systems, but FNMR for text independent voice is 7%, which is higher than most.

Another question relates to the forge resistance of speech used in this protocol. It is sufficient just to look at the imperfect recognition results for voice in Table 4 to understand that the extraction of robust features for speaker verification \( B_{f1} \) or \( B_{f2} \) is difficult. An attacker would need to extract features, then use these to synthesize the random sequence response or record the user saying \( BS_g(x') \) to attack the system. Speech synthesis—especially in real time as would be required for this application—presents another level of difficulty to the attacker. So forgery as an attack of this challenge–response voice protocol is arguably more difficult than for stable biometric signals.
VI. CONCLUSION

1) Password: A single password is an excellent authenticator. Its secrecy is a good defense against theft. It can have a higher keyspace than most other authenticators, and because of this it defends well against search attacks at the client. High keyspace and hashing protect against host attacks. Its ability to participate in challenge–response protocols protects against replay, eavesdropping, and other attacks in transmission. Furthermore, it is convenient and inexpensive.

The main problem is not with a single password, but with multiple passwords. Humans have difficulty remembering these, so they choose easy-to-guess passwords or they write them down and do not safeguard the paper on which they are written. The password advantages evaporate because humans compromise security for the sake of convenience. A more memorable but lower entropy password is susceptible to dictionary search attacks. Writing down the password makes it vulnerable to theft. Not only does the strain on human memory make multiple passwords inconvenient to the user, but administrative costs are high to reset forgotten passwords. As described in Section II-F, SSO will reduce the password memorization burden, but is unlikely to eliminate it totally.

There are two additional shortcomings of passwords. They do not provide good compromise detection, and they do not offer much defense against repudiation.

2) Token: A token can provide three major advantages when combined with a password. One is that it can store or generate multiple passcodes. This changes the task of remembering multiple, changing passwords to one of remembering only the single password needed to access the token: an SSO device. A second advantage is that it provides compromise detection, since its absence is observable (loss of a password is not). The third advantage is that it provides added protection against denial-of-service attacks. For an account with only a password, an attacker can enter incorrect passwords for that user until the account locks out; whereas if combined with token, the attacker cannot just enter incorrect passwords because he has to steal the token first (presumably a more difficult task and one requiring physical presence).

The two main disadvantages of a token are inconvenience and cost. Equipment cost is higher than a password, but comparable to a biometric that requires a reader.

Because of vulnerability to theft, a single-factor token should only be used in special circumstances, such as behind a first line of defense (within a house or restricted office building). A token plus biometric combination has similar security characteristics to a token plus password. However, this combination is likely to cost more due to two required readers, and it may be less convenient (the inconvenience of false nonmatches for a biometric versus the inconvenience of remembering a password is a matter of user preference). If the user needs only to remember a single password, then the relative simplicity and (arguably) better security of the token and password combination is compelling—unless there is a need for nonrepudiation.

3) Biometric: One advantage of a biometric is that it is less easily lent or stolen than the other authenticators, so it provides a stronger defense against repudiation. Since stable biometric signals can be stolen and copied (either now or with higher probability within the lifetime of an implemented system), a biometric should not be deployed in single-factor mode. Furthermore, since biometrics best operate in verification mode, a good second factor choice is a token that stores the identity of the user. The use of biometrics should not give the adopter a false sense of guaranteed nonrepudiation. Stable biometric signals have been forged in the past and will be in the future. So a user may be able to repudiate a transaction by claiming forgery.

Attempting to address the vulnerability to theft and forgery of the stable biometric signal, we examined alterable biometric signals employed in a challenge–response protocol in Section V-F. There are several advantages to using the protocol described in that section. In contrast to stable biometric signals, this authenticator is resistant to forgery and replay. Furthermore, it has the advantage of providing stronger nonrepudiation than for stable biometrics. The potential downside of this scheme is that the recognition rate for speaker verification may not be high enough to provide security without inconveniencing the user by many false nonmatches.

4) Recommendations:

a) If it is only one password that you need to remember (congratulations on your uncomplicated lifestyle!) and you do not need to protect against repudiation, then choose a good, high-entropy password, memorize it, and keep it secret. There is no need to encumber yourself with a token or deal with the cost of biometrics.

b) If you need to remember multiple passwords, an SSO approach is convenient. One option is a token that stores or generates multiple passcodes in a secure manner and is accessed via a single password. The token must be secure and available when needed. You also have to perform the administrative tasks (backup, etc.). An SSO service is a good option for corporate access or Internet access. The tradeoff of service versus token is that the service handles administration for you, but you have some risk that the service may not be secure and may not maintain the privacy of your authentication information as would a privately maintained token.

c) If you are designing a system where it is critical that the person gaining access is the authorized person, or where security against repudiation is desired, then biometrics is a reasonable choice. This should be combined with a token, such as an ID card with the user’s identity.

d) No matter what the authenticator choice, it should be emphasized that this is only one component of a full system. The system is only as good as its weakest defense, and multiple lines of defense are better than one. Authentication technologies will continue to progress, as will attackers’ technologies. Understand your vulnerabilities, continually monitor for new threats, and react accordingly.
VII. SUMMARY

We categorize authenticators by three types according to how they provide security: knowledge-based, object-based, and ID-based. A knowledge-based authenticator provides security by secrecy, and examples are a combination lock and a password. A object-based authenticator provides security by being closely held, and examples are a metal key and an ATM card. An ID-based authenticator provides security by uniqueness and copy-resistance, and examples include a passport and a biometric.

We compare authenticators with respect to potential attacks and other issues. The attacks include client and host search attacks, eavesdropping, theft (including biometric forging), replay, Trojan horse, and denial of service. Other security issues include nonrepudiation, compromise detection, and the administrative issues of registration/enrollment, reset or compromise recovery, and revocation.

Although an appropriate authentication solution depends upon the particular application, a few combinations of authenticators are recommended. One is the simple password, which has very high security—if the user can remember it. Another is the token and password combination, especially if the token can store or generate multiple passwords and act as a personal SSO device. A third is a biometric in combination with a token if nonrepudiation is required, and an alterable biometric signal used in a challenge–response protocol is recommended for the biometric in this case.

APPENDIX I

THE PARADOX OF SECURE BIOMETRICS

The static nature of stable biometric signals suggests “the paradox of secure biometrics.”

1) A person’s biometric is stable and distinctive, and these qualities make it a good authenticator.
2) However, stability leaves no option for compromise recovery, since you cannot change a biometric if stolen.
3) Furthermore, since a biometric is not secret, its information can be learned and copied; and worse yet, since it is distinctive, the biometric alone gives information on who to attack.
4) So are stability and distinctiveness really desirable characteristics of a good authenticator?

In point 1, stability refers to the fact that a good biometric maintains its distinctive features over time. For instance, fingerprint and iris features are formed in the womb and do not change throughout life. Face and voice features are stable through most of mature life. Note that we use the term “stable” rather than the more often claimed “immutable” for biometrics. Though good biometric features do not change throughout life (at least mature life), this does not mean that it is immutable, since acid or plastic surgery can alter a biometric. We use the term “distinctive” rather than the more often claimed “unique” for biometrics. Although no evidence exists of two different fingerprints ever matching, nonzero false match rates for all biometric algorithms to date show that biometrics are not unique to the resolution of current computer methods, which is what concerns us here.

Point 2 states that compromise recovery is not possible for a stable biometric. Compromise recovery is analogous to intrusion detection, because both assume that no matter how strong the security design, successful attacks will occur and a good design should be prepared for this [17], [18]. With this expectation, recovery plans can be made in case a security layer is compromised. When a credit card is lost, for instance, it is canceled as soon as possible and a new card issued with a different number. However, one cannot reissue a stable biometric.

In point 3, the combination of lack of secrecy [28] and distinctiveness also presents a problem for biometrics. Consider this analogy. If you lose a slip of paper upon which you have written a PIN, you might be only mildly concerned, since the finder likely will not know to which account it is associated. If you lose a slip of paper on which is written both your PIN and your account ID, you will be much more concerned. For a biometric, if an attacker photographs your face in a crowd, he has two pieces of information: the biometric authenticator (like the PIN) and knowledge of whom this belongs to (like the account ID).

To present both sides, there are forgery detection methods that reduce the ability to use stolen biometric features [49]. To date, many of these antiforgery methods have been defeated [22]; however, it is shortsighted to argue which side is currently winning, counterfeiters or anticounterfeiters. For currency protection, anticounterfeiting is a perpetual cycle: authorities design good anticounterfeiting protections, then attackers devise counterfeiting schemes around these protections, then authorities devise stronger protections, etc. [52]. The difference with biometrics is that we cannot change our body features to improve their counterfeit resistance.

APPENDIX II

BIOMETRIC ERROR RATES

We include biometric error rate statistics in this section to help with authenticator comparisons when biometrics are involved. Statistics are derived from four test studies performed by respected, third-party sources. These are listed below by name; main sponsoring organization; date of testing; biometric type; some test descriptors; test population size; and reference.

- **NIST Speaker ’99; NIST; Mar.–Apr. 1999; voice; telephone quality, variable channel/handset quality, test independent, up to 1-min duration; 233 target trial speakers, 529 impostor trial speakers (test “One-Speaker Detection”) [53].**
- **FRVT 2000 (Facial Recognition Vendor Test); DARPA; Mar.–Jun. 2000; face; mugshot pose, ambient probe lighting, mugshot gallery lighting, time separation 11–13 months (test “T3”); 467 probe faces, 227 gallery faces [54].**
- **FVC 2000 (Fingerprint Verification Competition); University of Bologna; Jun.–Aug 2000; fingerprint; 500 dpi, 256 x 364 size capacitive sensor (test “DB2”) 100 fingerprints [55].**
• CESG Biometric Testing Report: CESG; May–Dec. 2000; face, fingerprint, hand, iris, vein, and voice; standard verification mode of operation for each system, failure-to-enroll removed, time separation 1–2 months; about 200 subjects [56].

We have extracted some results from these tests, shown in Table 4, to be used in examples of Section V. A few caveats must be given with respect to the selection process. With so many variations in test design, population characteristics, etc., it is impossible to choose the single, “right” data. We chose operating points described by (FMIR, FNMR) error rate pairs that apply to some practical situations; for example, a single-attempt FNMR in the range of 1%–3% is reasonable for many applications. Where the error rates were higher, as for face and NIST voice, we chose the equal error rate. At that chosen operating point, we chose the best results of all products (the best product at that operating point). However, we were not so generous in making the choice from different testing variables. We chose the most challenging, but practical, variable. For example, for face verification in FRVT, we chose a temporal test (verification separation from enrollment by about a year), whose results showed much more challenge to the different systems than for other testing variables. The chosen results from these tests enable us to show examples of expected performance under similar conditions in the examples of Section V. But different applications, different devices, product improvements, etc., may give better or worse performance.

Another caveat must be made with respect to Table 4. One cannot compare the results of different biometrics outside of the bounds of a single test (because of differences in test design, subjects, etc.). It is evident in the table that results vary widely when different tests were made on the same biometric type. Where two different tests are run on a single biometric, we have attempted to identify a test feature that contributes to this difference in the column titled “Test Parameter.”

One might notice that the CESG results are uniformly better than each other test on the same biometric type. We suggest two reasons for this. One is the use of different testing parameters as noted. For instance, for the speaker verification tests, we would expect the NIST results with text independence and channel/handset variability to be worse than the CESG results where the text was known and equipment the same. The other reason is that for the CESG testing, data was collected with the same system for which matching was performed. Conversely, for the FRVT, FVC, and NIST tests, data collection was separate from matching, so there was not the ability of a particular product to be tuned to the same data it collected.

Finally, the CESG results for iris actually yielded 0% FMR for the 200 subjects tested. Because of this, the CESG authors use the manufacturer’s claimed results that were based on a larger sample size.
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